Generating function is an effective method to solve combinatorial counting problem, but it most likely to be neglected in combinatorial mathematics teaching. In this paper, we provides a demonstration for combinatorial mathematics teaching improvement by using the generating function solving combination number and the sum of preceding n terms among sequence of numbers.
Introduction of Generating Function
Generating function generally refers to power series generating function and exponential generating function, power series generating function is the most commonly used one. The core of generating function is finite or infinite sequence of numbers, which integrates by power series. On the one hand, the generating function can be regarded as an algebraic object, and its formal processing makes it possible to realize combinatorial counting by algebraic method. On the other hand, the generating function is a power series expansion. Here, 2 , , , , n x x x   is formal symbols, omits its convergence field, that means the convergence of the series is not included in the definition. Thus, the generating function can be treat as formal power series with algebraic and analytical properties, can add, derivate, integrate one by one. Combinatorial cis.ccsenet.org Computer and Information Science Vol. 10, No. 2; 2017 counting problem could be solved by getting the sum function of formal power series, using one-one correspondence of generating functions and sequences of numbers, studying the properties of sequence.
As a formal power series, generating function satisfy the linear operation of addition and multiplication, and also derivation and integral calculus of rules.
Generally, there are three types of questions. Find the generation function from known sequence of numbers, especially sum function of power series. Find the sequence of numbers which corresponding to the function. Solving practical problems by generating function, by using the properties of the generating function, we can find out the sequence of numbers and the sum of preceding n terms among sequence of numbers.
Calculate Combinatorial Number Through Generating Function
There are three types of questions for combinatorial number in combinatorial mathematics:
. This is a combinatorial problem with simple set, select k （1 k n ≤ ≤ ）elements which are not allowed to repeat from n elements form a group. The total number of combination, here, we use combinatorial number for short, denoted as
. This is a combination problem with infinite sets. Select k （1 k n ≤ ≤ ）elements which are allowed to repeat from n elements form a group. The the total number of combination, here, we name number of repetitions unlimited combinatorial number for short, If the generating function is introduced, the above three kinds of problems can be solved uniformly, which greatly simplifies the learning difficulty.
The combinatorial number in question 1) can be translate into coefficients of
The combinatorial number in question 2) can be translate into coefficients of The above three problems are distributed in multiple plates of combinatorial mathematics, spanned large. Thus, beginners will be difficult to clarity their thoughts. If generating function can be introduced, it will be easy to unite the three problems above. So we can get: grams. The study found that the coefficients (1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 3, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 5, 4, 4, 3, 3, 2, 2, 1, 1) show high symmetry. It could be perfectly explained by the combination method. And we can get much more interesting finding in deeply research.
Find the Sum of Sequence of Numbers Through Generating Function
From build recursive relation to solve recursive relation, these process combined combinatorial mathematics and practical problem together. Generally, there's no universal method to solve every recursive relation (or we can say it's still not find). But for some special recursive relation, such as linear homogeneous recursive relation with constant coefficients or part of linear non-homogeneous recursive relation with constant coefficients, still could be solved. In spite of this, the calculation will be so complex.
Recursive relation is very useful when we meet combinatorial enumeration problem, and can solve the general formula of sequence of numbers in sequence of numbers field. When recursive relation is adopt, we need get the sum of preceding n terms among sequence of numbers, here, non-homogeneous recursive relation cannot be avoided. Take   3  3  3  3 1 2 3 n + + + +  for example, it can be interpreted n terms among sequence of numbers 3 { } n . This kind of problem is impossible for middle school.
In the combinatorial mathematics teaching, many solutions can be given for the above example. 
On the other side, 
The Suggestion for Combinatorial Mathematics Teaching
In the teaching process of combinatorial mathematics, we should strengthen the generating function part. On the one hand it can unify together all the combinatorial number solution. On the other hand, it can also provide a general method to solve the sum of general sequence of numbers.
For combinatorial mathematics teaching, more time could be saved from permutation and combination part. We can focus on generating function and other enumeration method. On the other hand, only concerning the knowledge points such as permutation and combination, principle of inclusion and exclusion, recursive relation, generating function horizontally is not enough, we should connect all the knowledge vertically, make the knowledge system three-dimensional.
